Abstract. We show that models of 'just enough' inflation, where the slow-roll evolution lasted only 50 − 60 e-foldings, feature modifications of the CMB power spectrum at large angular scales. We perform a systematic and model-independent analysis of any possible non-slow-roll background evolution prior to the final stage of slow-roll inflation. We find a high degree of universality since most common backgrounds like fast-roll evolution, matter or radiation-dominance give rise to a power loss at large angular scales and a peak together with an oscillatory behaviour at scales around the value of the Hubble parameter at the beginning of slow-roll inflation. Depending on the value of the equation of state parameter, different pre-inflationary epochs lead instead to an enhancement of power at low-, and so seem disfavoured by recent observational hints for a lack of CMB power at 40. We also comment on the importance of initial conditions and the possibility to have multiple pre-inflationary stages.
Introduction
It has been fifty years since Penzias and Wilson discovered the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation [1] . As a collection of free streaming photons liberated from the primordial plasma, the CMB stands as both a temporal and spatial limit to electromagnetic observations. Therefore, observing the Universe at redshifts greater than z ∼ 1090 requires either new probes or indirect signatures of primordial physics.
In the more recent past, Planck [2] and BICEP2 [3] collaborations have generated high resolution maps of the CMB. These maps are a photograph of the plasma at decoupling, and their resolution offers precision tests of models of the early Universe.
Inflation [4] [5] [6] [7] is a successful and well-studied paradigm for generating primordial fluctuations [8] which seed the temperature anisotropy of the CMB, galaxy formation and the general growth of large scale structure. Models of inflation are now tightly constrained by the data [9] . One notable constraint is the slight scale-dependence of the power spectrum of the primordial curvature perturbation. To a good approximation, the Fourier modes of this perturbation are independent quantities. Inflation predicts that the modes are generated upon leaving the horizon, and subsequently stretch along with the rest of the Universe. In short, perturbations on the largest scales are generated at the earliest time. Consistent with the 'slow-roll' deformation of a de Sitter (dS) Universe, such scale dependence amounts to the time-evolution of the inflaton field.
While the prospect of primordial dynamics is exciting, the CMB itself only probes around 7 e-foldings of expansion. While future experiments will extend this to much smaller scales, larger scales are simply impossible to measure. There is no a priori reason why the largest scales probed by the CMB should be the first scales to have left the horizon during inflation. This is important insofar as different inflationary scenarios predict wildly different numbers of e-foldings. Despite this observational obstruction, one may use the data to regress inflationary models to earlier times. For a substantial number of additional e-foldings, this was done with scale dependent non-Gaussianity in [10] . The present work takes aim at times just before the CMB scales left the horizon. In this paper we shall parametrize the space of possible dynamics as deviations to the observable scalar power spectrum at large scales.
There are two reasons such scales are of interest. The first is theoretical: inflation is hard to maintain. A large amount of inflation seems to require some fine tuning [11, 12] .
General arguments from the string landscape also suggest a statistical tendency towards fewer e-foldings [13] . If this is a general property of inflationary models, the most likely model of our Universe involves the minimum number of e-foldings. This would suggest interesting dynamics would occur on scales comparable to our Hubble volume. In particular, this suggests that the lowest moments of the angular power spectrum would (in addition to statistical fluctuations) encapsulate these dynamics.
The second reason is observational: temperature fluctuations at the largest scales seen in the CMB appear less correlated. This is in contrast to the expected slight enhancement of the power spectrum associated to the observed redshifting. While some astrophysical effects may influence physics at these scales [14] , the perturbations at large scales, for example, are too large to be affected by the baryonic acoustic oscillations.
This 'low power at large scales' anomaly was already present in COBE data [15] and supports a rich literature. In the remainder of this section we shall give a brief history of the study of this anomaly. Then in Sec. 2 we review the analytic derivation of the perturbations and establish notation. In Sec. 3 we apply this technology to parametrize the effect of preinflationary physics on perturbations at large angular scales. In Sec. 4 we delve into two further effects which modify the large scale part of the primordial spectrum: deviations from isotropy and the Bunch-Davies (BD) vacuum. We also consider the specifics of a preinflationary period of curvature domination. In Sec. 5 we generalize this case to a one with multiple pre-inflationary stages. Finally, we conclude with a general discussion in Sec. 6.
History of the power suppression
A lack of correlation between large-scale temperature fluctuations in the CMB was first observed as a low quadrupole moment and a lack of angular correlation beyond ∼ 60 • in COBE data [15, 16] . Given the modest signal-to-noise ratio, little attention was paid to the apparent anomaly until its presence was again detected in the first year WMAP results [17] .
The apparent suppression of power persisted in subsequent data releases and its statistical significance, while meager, was not diminished by the release of the Planck data [9] .
There are a number of ways to represent these data. Typically, the moments of the angular power spectrum are shown, wherein those for 30 fail to be in good agreement with the inflationary predictions. The restriction of our measurements to our unique position in the Universe imparts a theoretical uncertainty for these C , of order ∼ 1/ . Such cosmic variance alone would seem to offer an explanation for the apparent discrepancy. Despite this, the collective absence of correlation at large scales is still unexpected.
Note that the above analysis implicitly assumes the fluctuations are statistically isotropic and Gaussian, so that the angular moments of the sky a m represent individual measurements.
The study of large angular scales has revealed further statistical anomalies, notably the apparent alignment of the quadrupole and octupole moments of the angular power spectrum, [18, 19] . This suggest a possible departure from primordial isotropy, as modeled in [20] [21] [22] [23] .
In a series of papers which followed these results, the authors of [24] independently investigated the statistical significance of the large angle data. This analysis emphasizes use of the S 1/2 statistic of [17] as a means to quantify the apparent suppression of power, and emphasizes that the remarkable property of the CMB data is not so much that it disagrees with the Sachs-Wolfe plateau of the ΛCDM model, but rather that there is no observable correlation between fluctuations beyond 60 • [25] . Therefore, a theoretical explanation for the apparent suppression of power at large angular scales is warranted.
As yet unknown astrophysical or systematic effects may be responsible for the apparent suppression of power at large scales [26] . The late time integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect may also affect the lowest angular moments [14] . There are also a number of possible cosmological explanations; the present work aims to study their generic properties.
The main theme of such primordial explanations for power suppression at large scales is that inflation lasted for only a minimal duration. The suppression is generated by the dynamics of the condensate at the onset of inflation. Condensate dynamics have been used to model departures from a Harrison-Zeldovich-like spectrum for some time. A notable early work was Double Inflation [27] , which sought to explain an apparent discrepancy between cluster and galaxy correlation functions by enhancing the power at small scales while keeping the large-scale spectrum fixed. This problem was refined to be the existence of a characteristic scale of fluctuations in the gravitational potential. To model the creation of such a scale using condensate dynamics alone, a refinement of the double inflation scenario was presented in [28] . Here a period of matter domination separated the two epochs of accelerated expansion.
Despite this attempt, such a scale is now known to be sourced by baryonic acoustic oscillations just prior to decoupling. Evidently, care must be taken when modeling cosmological data with primordial effects.
With the first WMAP release, the seminal work of [29] modelled the apparent suppression of power at large scales with condensate dynamics. Here inflation emerged from a period of kinetic energy domination, as per the attractor dynamics of the gravity-scalar system. This scenario was compared to WMAP1 data but the improvement of the fit to the cosmological parameters over the standard ΛCDM model was marginal [30] .
As the anomaly persisted through more precise data, a number of realisations of the [29] scenario were proposed [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . All assume 'just enough' inflation as with the eponymous [41] . Perhaps owing to the original context, many authors retained a blue-shifting mechanism such as kinetic energy domination. A notable exception was [42] where a period of kinetic energy domination was contrasted with a primordial epoch of radiation domination, leading to similar scalar power spectra but different predictions for the tensor modes. Yet more mechanisms arising from stringy physics prior to inflation have been proposed [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] .
The non-observation of non-Gaussianity in the Planck analysis put many models of inflation in tension with observations. After Planck, models with concave-down scalar potentials seemed to fit the data well. These included variations of the Starobinsky model and inflection point inflation. Having 'just enough' inflation while maintaining a redshifted spectrum imposes to nontrivial constraints but can be managed [49] [50] [51] .
Recently the BICEP2 experiment [3] found a B-mode polarisation signal consistent primordial tensor modes. While uncertainties with the dust polarization fraction has put significance of the signal in question [52, 53] , the magnitude of the BICEP2 fit to tensor-toscalar ratio with r ∼ O(0.1) warrants its consideration. Tensor modes contribute indirectly but positively to the temperature power spectrum at large scales [54] . If the BICEP2 signal survives, this then deepens the gap between large scale observations and the inflationary prediction [55] [56] [57] . The authors of [56] , for example, suggest that this deviation could reach a significance at the 3.5 − 4σ level. Therefore dynamical power suppression -like a period of 'just enough' inflation -offers a clean explanation for the apparent tension between the BICEP2 and Planck analyses.
In the present work we study the general properties of the scalar power spectrum at the onset of inflation. This generically leads to a change in the primordial spectrum in the form of either an abrupt enhancement or suppression of correlation on scales larger than the horizon size at the onset of inflation. If the number of inflationary e-foldings is sufficiently short we demonstrate how these effects imprint on the largest angular scales of the CMB.
We illustrate this parametrization with an example of power suppression and compare it to the anomalously low power observed at large scales in the CMB data.
2 Pre-inflationary phases and power spectrum
In this section we outline the procedure that allows one to analytically determine the primordial power spectrum of scalar and tensor perturbations as well as the simplifying assumptions regarding the background evolution. The key ingredient in the analysis that will follow is the existence of multiple and well separated stages in the history of the Universe, together with the assumption that the transition between such phases is instantaneous. In the comoving gauge, we can identify the curvature perturbation R and the transverse-traceless tensor perturbation h ij ,
Our focus will be primarily on R. Quantizing R is made transparent by using the canonically normalized field u = zR, with z ≡ a √ 2 . The Mukhanov-Sasaki (MS) equation gives a field equation for u, whose Fourier-transform is
2)
We find it useful to write the MS equation in terms of efoldings, N e ≡ ln a, as (with X * ≡ ∂X/∂N e )
The advantage of rewriting Eq. (2.2) as (2.3) becomes evident when one considers backgrounds that are well approximated by aH ∼ e ξNe . This simple parametrisation allows us to model the background dynamics by changing the constant ξ, which is related to the equation of state parameter w of a given background as
With this parametrisation of the background dynamics we note that
which simplifies the MS equation to
As is well known, for ξ = 0 the solution to Eq. (2.6) is given as a sum of Hankel functions:
with index ν = 2+ξ 2ξ . For a curvature dominated background, ξ = 0, the solution to (2.6) takes the form 8) where H 0 is the value of the Hubble parameter at the onset of curvature domination. In both cases the constants C (1) and C (2) are functions of the comoving momentum k, to be determined by the boundary conditions of the problem.
We are interested in backgrounds that undergo multiple phases with distinct dynamics:
an example of this would be a Universe in which two inflationary phases (w = −1 ⇔ ξ = 1)
are separated by a matter dominated period (w = 0 ⇔ ξ = −1/2) [28] or perhaps one undergoing a period of fast-roll (w = 1 ⇔ ξ = −2) followed by a slow-roll phase [29] .
At this stage we do not assume any particular sequence of events in the pre-inflationary history of the Universe and will generically take the Hubble parameter to be a continuous function defined as
where Θ(N i , N i+1 ) is the unit window function of the interval [N e,i , N e,i+1 ] and H i is the value of the Hubble parameter at N e = N e,i . The H i are determined by requiring the continuity of H across the various transitions and can be expressed recursively as In each stage of the history of the Universe, the curvature perturbations are determined by Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8). Similar to quantum mechanical problems, the integration constants 
and of its derivative across the various transitions. In this way one can analytically determine the shape of the primordial power spectrum 1
once the initial conditions and the background solution are specified. In Appendix A we present the recursive relations that allow for the analytical determination of the primordial spectrum.
For concreteness we focus on ξ = 0 backgrounds in what follows, keeping in mind that including ξ = 0 periods requires only minor modifications of the method to be described.
The primordial power spectrum P Q is to be evaluated at horizon crossing k = aH for each 1 We choose to compute PQ instead of P ζ for several reasons. Firstly, because PT ∼ PQ with an O (1) proportionality factor, we compute the tensor power spectrum as well while determining PQ. Next, for equations of state where the curvature perturbation ζ exists and no strong changes of the slow-roll parameter occur, P ζ and PT are qualitatively similar since they just come with a slow-varying ratio controlled by .
Hence, in these cases computing PQ gives us the relevant information about both P ζ and PT . Finally, there are cases like false-vacuum dS space, where ζ does not exist. Consequently, there is no P ζ but there are still tensor perturbations, and consequently computing PQ still gives us PT . Moreover, tensor modes do convert at < 50 into a contribution (δC T T )tensor to the temperature two-point function C T T power spectrum. Hence, computing PQ gives us information about the asymptotic behaviour of the temperature C 's at low-even in cases where P ζ does not exist.
mode k. We can use the asymptotic expansion of the Hankel functions
to write the late time spectrum as
where ξ and ν refer to the last phase, i = i max and consequently
imax . Driven by observational evidence, we will be interested in computing the spectrum after a phase of inflation (ν imax = 3/2) with the approximate duration of 60 efoldings, while allowing for the existence of putative pre-inflationary phases. From Eq. (2.13) it follows that the effect of any pre-inflationary phases is fully encoded in the non-trivial nature of the integration constants C (1) imax and C (2) imax .
As an example, let us consider a Universe that underwent a period of fast-roll followed by a slow-roll phase [29] . Moreover let us assume that the initial conditions for the density perturbations in the pre-inflationary phase asymptote to the BD vacuum deep inside the horizon which selects one of the two Hankel functions: C 
(r) (2.14)
The power spectrum is then modulated by C
which displays the following limiting behaviour
and so we see that there is a suppression of power for modes that were superhorizon at the onset of the dS stage k a 60 H 60 , while on smaller scales (k a 60 H 60 ) the spectrum tends to the scale invariant one, characteristic of dS space. Fig. 2 depicts the behaviour of the primordial power spectrum in such a background.
With the method in place, we are now in a position to discuss in a systematic manner the implications of having 'just enough' inflation for the primordial power spectrum and how the pre-inflationary history can affect it on the largest observable scales. Power spectrum for a Universe undergoing a fast-roll followed by a dS phase. Note that the suppression of power happens on scales that were outside the horizon for the whole duration.
Systematic analysis of low-power spectrum
If we take the hints from WMAP and Planck data concerning a lack of TT power at < 40 seriously, the question of a general mechanism for such deviations from near scale-invariance arises. In this section we will show that a fairly general analysis of the effects at low-uses just two ingredients:
• The visibility of any deviation from scale invariance at large scales requires 'just enough' inflation, meaning N e 50 − 60 since this number of e-foldings corresponds to the largest observable scales in the CMB sky. Hence, immediately prior to our observable inflationary phase there was a non-slow-roll phase of 'pre-inflation'.
• Any effect at low-arises from fluctuation modes of the order of or larger than the horizon scale at the onset of our final observable phase of slow-roll inflation.
We will argue that there is a level of universality in the large scale power spectrum, in the sense that all possible background dynamics in the pre-inflationary era lead to only two distinct forms of the primordial spectrum. To make this behaviour apparent it is convenient to classify the pre-inflationary backgrounds based on their ξ parameter, or equivalently on the equation of state parameter w, related to ξ via Eq. (2.4). We therefore define four regions in the ξ parameter space: • Region I (ξ < −1/2 ⇔ w > 0): the horizon size is increasing and the large scale part of the primordial power spectrum is generated by modes that were superhorizon during this pre-inflationary phase. Background dynamics which fall into this region involve fast-roll (ξ = −2 ⇔ w = 1) and radiation dominance (ξ = −1 ⇔ w = 1/3). The case of matter dominance (ξ = −1/2 ⇔ w = 0) is at the boundary between regions I and II.
• Region II (−1/2 < ξ < 0 ⇔ −1/3 < w < 0): the horizon is increasing and the largest observable scales originate from modes that were always on superhorizon scales. The case of curvature dominance (ξ = 0 ⇔ w = −1/3) is at the boundary between regions II and III.
• Region III (0 < ξ < 1 ⇔ −1 < w < −1/3): the horizon size is decreasing albeit at a slower rate than in slow-roll inflation. The small k modes of the spectrum leave the horizon during this phase.
• Region IV (ξ > 1 ⇔ w < −1): in this case the pre-inflationary horizon is decreasing and it is doing so at a faster rate than in the slow-roll phase. Modes in the low-region left the horizon during such a phase. A typical example of background dynamics of this type is super-inflation (ξ = 2 ⇔ w = −5/3). In what follows we will determine the primordial power spectrum for the four cases and witness the emergence of clear similarities between regions I and IV, and regions II and III, implying a high level of degeneracy in the power spectrum. To build an intuitive picture of the process, we will follow the evolution of superhorizon perturbations both during pre-inflation and inflation, using the results of Sec. 2, in particular Eq. (2.13).
Pre-inflationary region I
We start the discussion of the primordial power spectrum by considering the evolution of > O(1) in the CMB are modes which have k a 60 H 60 . By this condition these modes are super-horizon during the whole time of pre-inflation and subsequent slow-roll, re-entering the horizon only at late times, long after reheating.
We can understand the evolution of such modes in the pre-inflationary region I, during which they are outside the horizon, by rewriting Eq. (2.13) as P Q ∼ P 1 Q + P 2 Q + P 3 Q with
where we have neglected constant prefactors in each term. Depending on ξ, the different contributions to P Q display distinct behaviours. For ξ < −2 one finds P 1 Q ∝ (aH) 0 while
Recalling that for this family of background solutions aH is decreasing exponentially with N e , we realise that P 1 Q corresponds to a frozen mode whereas P 2 Q + P 3
Q
give rise to a growing mode. For −2 < ξ < 0 backgrounds the same reasoning implies that P 1 Q + P 3 Q form a decaying mode while P 2 Q is frozen. Provided there are no special cancellations occurring in the C (1) and C (2) dependent prefactors 2 we expect the constant solution to dominate for ξ < −2, since 5) and the decaying to dominate for −2 < ξ < 0 backgrounds given that
The spectral index of the dominant solution, provided by P 1 Q in both regimes, can be read off from Eq. (3.2)
and so the spectrum of k < a 60 H 60 modes during the pre-inflationary epoch is blue tilted:
there is less power on the largest length scales. When these modes cross into the slow-roll phase they will freeze (if they were not already frozen) and this blue tilt for low-k modes will remain a feature of the late time power spectrum.
The k >O(10) modes shortly re-enter the horizon close to the end of pre-inflation and leave again shortly after the beginning of slow-roll. Consequently, these modes undergo some evolution while inside the horizon which will show up as interference via oscillating Bogoliubov coefficients.
Finally, the k >50 modes stay deep inside the horizon for some time before leaving again during slow-roll. Therefore, even though they lived through the pre-inflationary phase, these modes evolve like Minkowski QFT fluctuations while deep inside the horizon and forget the preceding non-slow-roll phase. When they leave the horizon during slow-roll, they just form the BD vacuum for a quasi-dS stage and hence asymptote to the known quasi scale-invariant power spectrum in the UV: P Q ∼ H 2 k ns−1 with n s = 1 + O( , η).
2 An interesting exception is the case of radiation followed by matter domination after an initial phase of slow-roll inflation. In this case the continuity of the perturbations across both transitions implies, to a very good approximation, C (1) = C (2) both in the radiation and matter eras. This has the effect of killing the dominant decaying solution leaving behind a spectrum of frozen perturbations on superhorizon scales.
We now have all the information to determine how the IR and UV power spectrum compare at the end of inflation. For that one may take the ratio
Noting that the quasi scale invariant nature of slow-roll inflation implies that the last factor is close to unity and that for type I backgrounds H pre−inf ≥ H inf , we see that the pre-inflationary spectral index (ν pre−inf < 3/2) uniquely predicts 9) showing that in the deep IR (k a 60 H 60 ) there is always suppression of power relative to the UV (k a 60 H 60 ). We stress that the key quantity that leads to this result is the pre-inflationary spectral index which for these backgrounds is related to the choice of initial conditions for the curvature perturbations.
These analytical results can be confirmed by an explicit computation of the primordial power spectrum for different pre-inflationary setups using the matching method of Sec. I background generates similar spectra, where the power loss region coincides with the modes that were outside the horizon both during the pre-inflationary and the slow-roll epoch.
Pre-inflationary region II
Backgrounds of type II undergo decelerated expansion and the curvature perturbation modes involved in the IR part of the spectrum were always outside the horizon as in the type I case.
To understand the evolution of such modes during pre-inflation we can use Eqs. (3.2)-(3. 4) to find that for these backgrounds the spectrum is composed of a decaying and a frozen solution, given by P 1 Q + P 3 Q and P 2 Q respectively. If there are no cancellations in the C (1) and C (2) dependent factors, the decaying solution dominates and the spectrum for modes k a 60 H 60 becomes where
As these modes transition to the inflationary phase they will remain frozen until they re-enter the horizon, during the post-inflationary evolution. The modes with large enough comoving momentum k a 60 H 60 have a spectrum characteristic of slow-roll inflation, and so we find that the ratio of IR to UV power is
Given that (k U V /aH) 3−2ν inf ∼ 1 and ν pre−inf > 3/2, and the fact that the decaying nature of the superhorizon spectrum during pre-inflation implies H pre−inf = H inf , we have 13) leading to an enhancement of power in the IR. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
Clearly the deep IR part of these spectra is unable to accommodate the loss of power hinted in the data. It is however interesting to note that on scales k ∼ a 60 H 60 there is a region where the oscillating nature of the C (1) − C (2) factor creates a pronounced dip in the power spectrum with a suppression of over 50% in some cases. It would be interesting to understand if such feature might be sufficient to explain the hints in the data [58] . 
Pre-inflationary region III
For background solutions of type III the modes that correspond to the low-region of the power spectrum were inside the horizon during the pre-inflationary phase and exited at some point before the transition to slow-roll inflation. From Eqs. (3.2)-(3.4) we find that there is a frozen (P 1 Q ) and a decaying mode (P 2 Q + P 3 Q ) in the spectrum and that the frozen mode will dominate in the absence of cancellations in the prefactors. The spectral index for the dominant mode in the pre-inflationary phase is n s − 1| pre−inf ≡ 3 − 2ν pre−inf < 0 .
(3.14)
Given that the spectrum on scales k a 60 H 60 does not suffer any modification during the ensuing inflationary phase, we obtain
Thus we find again a power spectrum that blows-up in the IR due to a red spectral index in Eq. (3.14). In Fig. 7 we plot the primordial spectra for three different type III backgrounds.
Curvature dominated pre-inflation: A special situation is a pre-inflationary phase of negative spatial curvature domination with w = −1/3 and ξ = 0 which lies at the boundary between regions II and III. In this case the comoving horizon is constant, implying that there is no horizon-crossing of modes during a curvature dominated epoch. Again the longwavelength modes which determine the power spectrum at low-are always superhorizon.
The mode functions in a curvature dominated regime are given by growing and decaying For this choice, the power spectrum drops to zero for very small k.
Pre-inflationary region IV
For backgrounds of type IV the Hubble parameter H ∝ e (ξ−1)Ne grows with N e and the size of the physical horizon shrinks super-exponentially. These backgrounds are therefore called super-inflationary solutions [46, 47] and emergent Universe scenarios [59, 60] . In these cases, just as for type III backgrounds, the modes corresponding to the large scale part of the power spectrum leave the horizon during the pre-inflationary phase. The spectrum on large length scales features a dominant frozen blue-tilted part (P 1 Q ) and a subdominant red-tilted decaying contribution (P 2 Q + P 3 Q ) given that the spectral index on large scales is
Using the analytic method of Sec. 2 we compute the power spectrum for different type IV backgrounds showing our results in Fig. 8 . Even if the details depend on the precise value of ξ, the broad features are the same (similarly to region I): lack of power on the largest scales, oscillatory behaviour on scales close to the horizon at the onset of inflation and a standard red-tilted spectrum of slow-roll inflation on smaller scales.
Let us finally note that a scalar field has an equation of state parameter Arranging a suitable evolution of φ then allows us to provide at least transient regimes with any equation of state parameter −1 < w < 1. This gives us access to regions III and IV even without using exotic sources.
Effects of isotropy and initial conditions
Having determined the primordial power spectrum from different types of pre-inflationary backgrounds we now undertake a critical assessment of our results. It is known that modifications of the power spectrum on large scales can be attributed to at least three effects:
• departures from spatial isotropy,
• choice of initial conditions for the curvature perturbations,
• non-slow-roll pre-inflationary dynamics.
A complete understanding of the power spectrum on the largest observable scales should include all three effects simultaneously. Should the observational hints evolve into a more significant signal in the future, such a study will be essential to better understand the earliest epochs in the history of the Universe. In this work we are trying to isolate and understand the effects of the existence of a non-slow-roll pre-inflationary epoch on the power spectrum and therefore make the minimal assumptions about the other two factors: we take spacetime to be isotropic and the curvature perturbations to be in the BD vacuum. While including departures from isotropy in the analysis is rather involved, one can develop some intuition about the effects of non-BD initial conditions.
A departure from the BD vacuum impacts differently on the various solutions discussed in Sec. 3. For backgrounds of type I and II (together with the curvature dominated case ξ = 0) we have seen that the modes on scales k a 60 H 60 were always outside the horizon.
Regardless of how these modes evolve during pre-inflation, the choice of initial conditions sets the spectral index on these scales and so determines if there is a lack or an excess of power when compared to modes with k a 60 H 60 (a similar argument is made in [37] ). The question is then what is the rationale behind the choice of vacuum, and if there is any good reason to move away from minimality and take anything other than BD, like e.g. starting with some excited state. We shall discuss this crucial issue a bit more in Sec. 5 while we wish to mention here that the dependence on the choice of initial conditions is particularly obvious for a curvature-dominated pre-inflationary phase. During curvature domination the usual BD prescription is no longer singled out as the required behavior of small-wavelength modes as there is no horizon-crossing behaviour which evolves modes from deep inside the horizon to superhorizon scales. The mode functions in a curvature dominated regime are
given by growing and decaying exponentials as can be seen from Eq. (2.8). The analog of BD initial conditions selects the exponentially decaying mode functions as the initial condition during curvature domination. For this choice, the power spectrum drops to zero for very small k. However, if there is just curvature domination as the only pre-inflationary epoch, any other choice of initial condition may be used as well, as discussed before.
The results for background solutions of type III and IV are instead more robust, in the sense that modes on scales k a 60 H 60 are inside the horizon for some time during preinflation and so forget about initial conditions. For these spectra, choosing non-BD initial conditions has little or no impact on the shape of the power spectrum at the end of inflation.
Faced with these observations, we would therefore argue that the more widely considered fast-roll, radiation or matter dominated pre-inflationary phases, being all of type I, do not by themselves imply a lack of power on large scales. The choice of background merely picks a basis of Hankel functions as solutions to the MS equation. These together with the choice of vacuum determine the spectral index for small k modes and therefore the scaling of the primordial spectrum with k. For pre-inflationary phases where horizon crossing occurs, the very presence of this effect singles out the BD choice of initial conditions relative to the given pre-inflationary phase as the natural boundary conditions in matching the spectrum of local QFT in the UV. Hence the assumption of using natural initial conditions during pre-inflation provides the link between the more widely used type I pre-inflationary phases and power suppression on large angular scales.
Multiple pre-inflationary phases
The situation described in Sec. 4 can change drastically if we consider multiple pre-inflationary phases. Let us start by considering the effects of a primordial stage of inflation that is followed by a pre-inflationary phase of one of the types described before.
The effects of this primordial inflationary phase on the spectra of type III and IV will not be too significant as they will be more pronounced only on very small scales that are still to enter the horizon today and are therefore unobservable. The same cannot be said for solutions of type I and II, in which the modification of the power spectrum relied on modes that were superhorizon both during pre-inflation and slow-roll.
ln aH N e pre-inflation -fast-roll (w = 1):
60 e-folds of slow-roll:
k >O (10) k >O (1) primordial inflation:
ln aH ⇠ +N e Looking at Fig. 9 , we see that modes with k >O (1) , while superhorizon during preinflation and the final slow-roll phase, came from deep inside the horizon during the stage of primordial inflation. These modes now carry memory of that earlier stage of inflation with initial conditions but now, as can be seen from Eq. (5.1), the power spectrum at small k is enhanced instead of being suppressed as in the case I without prior inflation. This qualitative behaviour is confirmed by an analytical computation whose results are displayed in Fig. 10 . False-vacuum inflation prior to curvature dominated pre-inflation: Let us make some comments on the special case of a curvature dominated pre-inflationary phase that arises as a tunneling event out of false dS vacuum producing a bubble internally dominated by negative spatial curvature. Choosing only the exponentially decaying modes as the initial condition during the curvature dominated post-tunneling epoch with their vanishing power spectrum at k → 0 is now consistent with the fact that in a pure false vacuum dS phase there is no curvature perturbation [31, 61] . This is a particular case exemplifying the discussion at the end of Sec. 4 -namely that a particular choice of initial conditions during the last epoch of pre-inflation immediately prior to the onset of slow-roll, is responsible for the vanishing of the curvature perturbation at very small k, and this particular choice is generated dynamically here by the presence of an earlier false-vacuum dS pre-inflationary epoch.
On the other hand there are tensor perturbations created during false-vacuum dS inflation whose power spectrum is controlled by P Q since P T ∼ P Q ∼ H 2 in H 2 fin . Therefore, we find a strongly enhanced flat tensor power spectrum at very small k, while at k a 60 H 60 we will find strong oscillations with increasing amplitude towards smaller k with no suppression (see Fig. 11 ). Tensor perturbations convert at large angular scales < 50 into a contribution (δC T T ) tensor to the CMB temperature two-point function. Hence, the strongly rising tensor power spectrum of a two-stage pre-inflationary epoch consisting of false-vacuum dS inflation followed by tunneling-induced curvature domination will give rise to a rapidly increasing C T T -power spectrum at low-as well.
Note that this behaviour is consistent with similar results in [61] , in particular after combining the effects of both curvature perturbations and tensor modes on the temperature C 's. The ensuing power spectrum of this false-vacuum dS → curvature domination → slowroll sequence hence looks qualitatively similar to the case of a primordial epoch of slow-roll inflation preceding a fast-roll pre-inflationary phase (see upper left plot of Fig. 7 ).
This general result -power suppression at low-if there is no earlier phase of inflation or curvature domination, and power enhancement at low-if there is earlier inflation or curvature domination -has direct implications for the string landscape. The string landscape inevitably has either false-vacuum or slow-roll inflation at a much higher scale of H to the past of our own observable slow-roll phase. As the exit from that primordial stage of inflation proceeds either by fast-roll or some form of tunneling followed by fast-roll, the detection of a power suppression (not just a dip as in regions II or III) at low-would pose a severe challenge to the string landscape. 
Discussion and conclusions
In this paper we showed that models where slow-roll inflation lasted 'just enough' to solve the flatness and horizon problems, i.e. about 50 − 60 e-foldings but not more, necessarily feature modifications of the CMB power spectrum at large angular scales. These low-modes left the horizon just before the beginning of these 50 − 60 e-foldings of inflation or were never inside the horizon but with a scale slightly larger than the horizon size at the beginning of slow-roll inflation.
We performed a systematic and model-independent analysis of any possible non-slowroll background evolution prior to the final stage of slow-roll inflation. Assuming an isotropic spacetime and BD initial conditions, we found that a lack or an excess of power at large scales depends just on the value of the equation of state parameter. We found a high degree of universality since most common backgrounds like fast-roll evolution, matter or radiationdominance give rise to a power loss at low-with very similar features: a peak together with an oscillatory behaviour at scales around the value of the Hubble parameter at the beginning of slow-roll inflation and a suppression of power in the IR. This implies that by seeing a peak in the CMB spectrum we would indirectly see the beginning of inflation! An important observation to trust these results is that the presence of a lack or an excess of power at low-depends deeply on the choice of initial conditions. This choice is in practice irrelevant for modes which were inside the horizon in the past but becomes crucial for low-modes which were always superhorizon. Given that this is the case for most of the common backgrounds mentioned above, our results apply only to the case of BD initial conditions. A fundamental question to ask is then: what sets the initial conditions for modes which were never in causal contact with us?
We tried to answer this question by studying scenarios with multiple pre-inflationary stages with an initial primordial inflationary epoch with Hubble parameter H in , followed by a non-slow-roll phase and finally by a standard inflationary era with Hubble parameter H fin which lasted only 50 − 60 e-foldings. Thanks to this primordial stage of inflation, these lowmodes were inside the horizon in the past, and so any dependence on initial conditions gets removed. However the price to pay is that this new scenario gives rise to an excess, instead of a lack, of power at large scales since the amplitude of the IR spectrum is set by H in which we expect to be larger than H fin which set the amplitude of the spectrum in the UV. would naively be disfavoured since they lead to an enhancement of power at large scales.
A detailed fit to Planck data is beyond the scope of this paper, and so we leave it for the future [58] . However, in Figs. 12 and 13 we present two illustrative C -plots, comparing a region I and a region II power spectrum with Planck 2013 data. Different colours correspond to different positions of the cut-off in the power spectrum. The smaller the cut-off, the longer inflation would have lasted and the less noticeable the effects of pre-inflation would be.
Let us finally conclude by stressing that 'just enough' inflation would be a stunning opportunity to test physics before inflation by seeing modifications of the power spectrum at low-but would also open up a 'coincidence problem' that would deserve a deep explanation:
why inflation lasted just 50 − 60 e-foldings and not more? Both in the string landscape [13] and in particular string inflationary models [50, 51] there is a statistical tendency towards small numbers of e-foldings but we believe that this crucial question would deserve a more thorough explanation.
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When considering a multi-stage history, all one then needs to do is to take the suitable product of A matrices to find the post-inflationary power spectrum
where C
1 and C
1 are determined by the choice of initial conditions for the mode functions. We must stress that even though the same method applies for histories involving curvature dominated phases (ξ = 0), the above expressions hold only for Universes in which ξ = 0 throughout.
